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Winner of the Dora Mavor Moore Award for Best New PlayNominated for the Governor General's
AwardThis award-winning play by Native playwright Tomson Highway is a powerful and moving
portrayal of seven women from a reserve attempting to beat the odds by winning at bingo. And not
just any bingo. It is THE BIGGEST BINGO IN THE WORLD and a chance towin a way out of a
tortured life. The Rez Sisters is hilarious, shocking, mystical and powerful, and clearly establishes
the creative voice of Native theatre and writing in Canada today.
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This play is a fast, easy read. It is an interesting tale of women of different ages and different life
stories traveling to a bingo game: the biggest bingo game ever. Each woman is hoping to win the
game for a different reason. The story of how they decide to go to the game, traveling to the game,
and entering into the game is full of fighting, understanding, and camaraderie. Each woman is a
special asset to the "journey," and the women truly become sisters. This is a wonderful play that
depicts these women as `real' women, women you know, women you wish you didn't know, and
women who are important in your life. It is humorous, interesting, complex, sad, and hopeful. This is
a great read.

This was a really dramatic play that expressed many issues that many people would never talk
about in a book. It dealt with rape, death and solidarity among Native women. When it was assigned
in my first year English class, I was not sure what to think before I read it. After I read it I found that it

was one of the best plays that I have ever read and gives new insight into the Native culture in
Canada.

I really enjoyed this play. It had very humourous parts, and also provided a unique insight into the
Native-Canadian reserves lifestyle. The women are depicted in a very unique style, and are very
funny, and life-like. While reading this play, I quite often felt as though I were playing one of the
characters myself. I had to read this for school, and I am glad, because it was very touching, and
also a good learning experience, learning about other cultures in Canada.

perhaps reading this play would be a bit more enjoyable of the main characters weren't dropping
F-bombs every other word. as it is, highway manages to write a story about a bunch of bitter,
foul-mouthed women who cuss and argue their way to a bingo match. wow. how invigorating.if you
want to read a good play, go check out the crucible by arthur miller or a raisin in the sun by lorraine
hansberry - not this junk.
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